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Academic Highlitghts
REACH PROJECT: ENGINEERING SKILLS TRAINING FOR PALESTINIAN PARTNERS
From the 7th to the 10th of March 2022 the University of Ljubljana carried out a training on
Engineering Skills for Palestinian academics in the framework of the REACH (Reinforcing
access to cross border employment at Palestinian higher education institutions) project.
The online course was part of the trainings that the European partners are offering to the
Palestinian partners on several topics (engineering, translation and linguistics, ICT, soft skills,
freelancing skills). It developed over 4 full days divided into 4 Modules: Product design, CAD/
CAM/CNC, Automation, Robotics. More than 30 academics took part actively in it from 6
Palestinian Universities.
REACH project is a EU Commission funded project in the framework of the Erasmus Plus
Programme, KA2 Capacity Building in the field of Higher Education. It aims at enhancing
the capacity of Palestinian Universities in promoting cross-border employability of their
graduates. This will be achieved through a constructive cooperation among Palestinian and
European partners that together will develop trainings for both academics and students.

Project partners are from both Europe
and Palestine, namely: Islamic University
of Gaza (PS) – Coordinator, Birzeit
University (PS), Palestine Polytechnic
University (PS), Al-Quds Open University
(PS), An-Najah National University (PS),
The University of Alicante (ES), University
of Ljubljana (SL), Middlesex University
(UK).
For more information on the project
please contact Sara Cella
s.cella@unimarconi.it

by Sara Cella
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130 INTERNATIONAL LEARNERS RECEIVE MBA FROM GUGLIELMO MARCONI UNIVERSITY
THROUGH UAE’S EATON BUSINESS SCHOOL
As many as 130 International learners received Master of Business
Administration (MBA) and Executive MBA degrees from Guglielmo Marconi
University through Eaton Business School located in the United Arab Emirates
at their Convocation ceremony held on 29th March 2022. The ceremony was
attended by senior officials from Guglielmo Marconi University to award the
degrees to the new batch of MBA graduates.
This group of graduates representing a diverse mix of 45 nationalities is a
testament to the flexible and effective Online learning platform of Eaton Business
School. The Graduates also had the opportunity to visit the EXPO 2020 and also
had a networking event with a fun-filled desert safari after the graduation day.
Eaton Business School, a premium online educational institution is affiliated to a
number of British and European universities. Most learners belong to countries
in the Middle East, Asia, Africa, and Europe take up the MBA curriculum to get
new direction in their career and lives through networking with other industry
professionals around the world.
Congratulating the learners for successfully obtaining their MBA degree,
Alessio Acomanni, President and Director – General of GMU, said, “I am extremely
happy to see the successful learners who can now chart a new chapter in their
careers and scale new heights in life.”
Firoz Thairinil, Chief Executive Officer of Westford Education Group, the
parent company of Eaton Business School, quoted, “We have successfully transformed the UAE as a regional education hub where
international students now come to seek knowledge, upskill themselves to be able to take control of their future career path.”
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Mashrook Ali, Director of Eaton Business School, says, “Learning is a life-long affair that never stops.
The valuable experience gathered by our students are invaluable source of education and inspiration to others.” Praising the graduates,
he added, “I laud their resolve, their strength and their faith in our ability to help them chart a more successful career path and I wish
them all the best in their future course in life. I take this opportunity to congratulate them on their success.”
Student Testimonials:
“My experience with EBS-GMU EMBA was an EBSolute pleasure. The courses were well delivered, timings of the classes were
perfect and well suited to my busy work routine. I got chance to interact with learners from many different backgrounds and
nationalities. I got to learn many new tools that will help me in my professional life. The whole journey was well encapsulated by
a wonderful Commencement Day in Dubai which will be part of our memories for long time.”
Shahzad Aslam Khan, Executive MBA - Business Analytics
“EBS has been the most enlightening study journey I have experienced! From the time I submitted my application right up until my
final graduation in Dubai. All the lectures were well presented and informative and the feedback received from my assignments
and dissertation was very valuable. The overall course content was internationally relevant (and current) and the online input and
sharing from my fellow students was phenomenal – I would highly recommend this course for busy executives and people who
have good online capabilities.”
Kharmen Wicks, Executive MBA - General Management

MEETING WITH LENOIR-RHYNE UNIVERSITY
On 4 March Guglielmo Marconi University hosted a delegation
from Lenoir-Rhyne University, a prestigious American university
founded in 1891 and an academic and cultural reference point
for North Carolina.
The two institutions, which share a strategic orientation
towards innovation and integration of new technologies in their
training programs, agreed on the mutual opportunity to develop
collaborative initiatives both from educational and research
point of view, identifying multiple areas of common interest.
The meeting gave rise to the decision to sign a Memorandum
of Understanding for the exchange of students and researchers,
particularly in the area of psychological sciences and techniques.
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Spotlight on Research
AERIAL TECHNOLOGIES AS ALTERNATIVE BEARERS FOR RAILWAY
On March 21, 2022, the AB4Rail Scientific team organized the workshop “Aerial technologies as Alternative Bearers for
railway” aimed at providing:
1 The dissemination of the 1st-year results of the AB4Rail project;
2 project updates and next steps;
3 opportunities and challenges provided by new satellite technologies (e.g., LEO) for the transport sector with particular
focus on rail.

After the welcome to the workshop of Prof. Alessandro Neri (Radiolabs), Prof. Romeo Giuliano (Guglielmo Marconi
University), Enrico Spinelli (European Space Agency, ESA), Lea Paties (EU-Rail), and Ulrich Geier (X2Rail/Kontron)
introduced the first activities of the latest EU-Rail program and its synergies with the AB4Rail project.
To conclude the first part of the workshop, Prof. Franco Mazzenga (Radiolabs) introduced an overview of the achieved
results of the AB4Rail project and of the next planned activities for 2022.
The technical session (second part of the workshop) started with Enrico Spinelli and Maria Guta (ESA) who presented
the most important findings of the 5G and satellite program for railways.
Antonio Ceccarelli (Telespazio) highlighted the most important opportunities of satellites for rail. Vincenzo Schena
and Alessia Miglietta (Thales Alenia Space, TAS) underlined the requirements in terms of resilience and robustness for
satellite technologies, citing the main projects and initiatives carried out by TAS.
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Diego Lopez Garcia (Hispasat) presented the hybrid solutions between terrestrial and satellite networks, while Steven
Tompkins (Inmarsat) highlighted the role of satellites for connected trains (including autonomous ones) and the
monitoring of railway infrastructures.
Francesco Rispoli (Radiolabs), as round table moderator, stimulated the debate on how to create synergies between the
satellite and railway communities.
All involved stakeholders agreed on the need to have more initiatives and events like AB4Rail project to improve
cooperation and business opportunities.

by Ilaria Reggiani
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SO-FREE SECOND PROGRESS MEETING
AND INTRODUCTION OF THE EXTERNAL ADVISORY BOARD
The last 21st of March 2022, the 2nd progress meeting took place as an
online event. The SO-FREE “Solid oxide fuel cell combined heat and power:
Future-ready Energy” Consortium presented all the results achieved
so far. In particular, the most relevant scientific output is related to the
IKTS stacks for testing, which are ready to be sent out to IEN and ENEA,
including assembly and support documentation.
Finally, the administrative and the dissemination progresses were
presented, underlining the importance of publicity and the related activities,
such as the creation of a newsletter that includes the scientific results of
the project.
On the 22nd of March 2022 the SO-FREE Consortium virtually met for
the first time the External Advisory Board experts. The Board members
involved are Gerard Martinus (GasTerra), Steven Ashurt (Delta EE), Pere
Margalef (SNAM), Robert Judd (GERG) and Dorota Polak (Gaz System).
It has been an important opportunity for introducing them to the project
and having an interesting and fruitful discussion on it. Items of discussions
embraced expected capital expenses, natural gas quality and the influence
of composition variations on system operation and reliability. Future
interaction with the Experts will be profitable in terms of approaching
market introduction, since all have experience in business development
and market assessment related to the gas market or utility supply.
Important positions are held by the Experts in relevant associations.
The SO-FREE project is funded by the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (JU) under the framework of the European Commission
Horizon 2020 programme. It aims to develop a fully future-ready solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)-based system for combined heat and power
(CHP) generation, this means a versatile system concept for efficient, near-zero-emission, fuel-flexible and truly modular power and heat
supply to end users in the residential, commercial, municipal and agricultural sectors.
To keep up to date with the project, we invite you to periodically consult the website and the dedicated social media pages.

www.so-free.eu

by Sara Cella
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Glance at the Future
UNITEL Project at the 9th International and the 15th National Conference on E-Learning and E-Teaching
In March 2022 from 09 to 10, the 9th
International and the 15th National Conference
on E-Learning and E-Teaching was held face to
face and virtually.
Prof. Safavi of the Shiraz University greatly
organised the event. The UNITEL project
Partners participated to the event, Prof. Matteo
Martini on behalf of USGM was one of the core
keynote speaker of the first day and members
of the panel session organised within the
conference.
UNITEL focused on the Modernisation
and internationalisation of Iranian HEIs
via collaborative TEL-based curriculum
development in engineering and STEM,
is a three years EU project funded by the
Erasmus plus Programme addressed to the
Modernisation and internationalisation of
Iranian HEIs. The main purpose of the project is
to support modernisation, internationalisation
and accessibility of the HE system within the
partner country (Iran) through the development
of innovative pedagogical approaches based
on collaborative technology enhanced learning
methodologies.
Coherently with the project goals the Conference discussions were mainly focused on quality assessment in e-learning
environment, innovative and interactive contents in e-learning, blended and hybrid learning models in education, selfdirected learning in e-learning environment, new technological trends in e-learning, cultural, social, economic, and
infrastructure challenges in e-learning.
For further information: i.reggiani@unimarconi.it
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USIA project: online training organized by Unimarconi
The three-day training organized by Unimarconi (2-4 February
2022), was held to bring together the actors of the Quadruple
Helix to discuss on how the cooperation between university and
business, and among policymakers, civil society, and media can
be further strengthened, using the Italian model and expertise as
baseline.
The webinars arranged by USGM focused on Gugliemo Marconi
University experience on higher education relationship and
cooperation with companies and other national actors to co-create
and promote together excellence in education and innovation.
We explored the way in which this development unfolded in our
academic environment in the last years, through the presentation of
USGM successful achievements, such as the “INNOVATION HUB”
and other similar experiences.
During the three days, several experts and stakeholders have
spoken, such as Prof. Donatello Aspromonte who is an expert
in Startup Strategy at Unimarconi and Professor of Business
Innovation Management. His intervention focused on Acceleration
Program and Open Innovation.
Other two interesting speeches were held by Mr. Francesco Rainini and Mr. Claudio Broggio, from SAS consulting company
(Italy), who are the leaders of the Acceleration team, which aims to interact and cooperate with innovation ecosystems,
accelerating the creation of value by data driven approach and setting up partnerships with startups, universities and research
centers.
Also Mr. Michele Petrone (Senior Manager, Intellera Consulting) gave his expertise on open innovation consulting projects and
relations with the innovation ecosystem.
Finally, Unimarconi presented the Italian Resilience and Recovery Plan, which envisages investments and a consistent
reform package. It is developed around three strategic axes shared at a European level: digitisation and innovation, ecological
transition, and social inclusion.
For further information: https://usia.al

by Alessandra Pezzati
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